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Abstract

KAPUSTA JOZEF, PILKOVÁ ANNA, MUNK MICHAL, ŠVEC PETER: Data pre-processing for web log mining: Case study of commercial bank website usage analysis. Acta Universitatis Agriculturae et Silviculturae Mendelianae Brunensis, 2013, LXI, No. 4, pp. 973–979

We use data cleaning, integration, reduction and data conversion methods in the pre-processing level of data analysis. Data processing techniques improve the overall quality of the patterns mined. The paper describes using of standard pre-processing methods for preparing data of the commercial bank website in the form of the log file obtained from the web server. Data cleaning, as the simplest step of data pre-processing, is non-trivial as the analysed content is highly specific. We had to deal with the problem of frequent changes of the content and even frequent changes of the structure. Regular changes in the structure make use of the sitemap impossible. We presented approaches how to deal with this problem. We were able to create the sitemap dynamically just based on the content of the log file. In this case study, we also examined just the one part of the website over the standard analysis of an entire website, as we did not have access to all log files for the security reason. As the result, the traditional practices had to be adapted for this special case. Analysing just the small fraction of the website resulted in the short session time of regular visitors. We were not able to use recommended methods to determine the optimal value of session time. Therefore, we proposed new methods based on outliers identification for raising the accuracy of the session length in this paper.
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During the recent financial crisis, the Market discipline (MD) has been recognized as an important supplement of regulators’ supervisory efforts in banking. We analyse the market participants’ interest in mandatory disclosure of financial and risk information by a commercial bank by means of advanced methods of web log mining. We ascertain whether the purposes of Basel 2, Pillar 3 have been fulfilled. According to the information released, stakeholders can consider banks’ risk exposure, management and capital adequacy.

Main source of information for web log mining is the web server log file. We use data from the public commercial bank web site which cover a period from the fourth quarter of the 2008 to the fourth quarter of the 2010. The period was selected by design as it covers website accesses before and during the recent financial crisis. A common web server keeps accesses of user in the log file and logs basic information about user's computer (e.g. IP address, date and time referring page, browser version). Logs provide basic data as they record page accesses, not interaction with the page, and they cannot make relevant distinctions such as distinguishing between the time a user spends reading and the time they spend away from the screen (Thomas, 2012). Data of outstanding quality requires rigorous data gathering as the data preprocessing. Data preparation is probably the longest and most time-consuming phase in the process of the web usage mining. The reason is the incompleteness of accessible data as well as irrelevant information present in the collected data.
In the following section, we describe methodologies how to reconstruct the activity of every user, how to detach his activities from activities of other users while preserving his anonymity. This is demanding procedure from the perspective of theory, time and the technical realisation. Different aspects of data preparation and modelling can be found, for example, in work by Chitraa and Davamani (2010), Liu, Mobasher and Nasraoui (2011), Bing (2006), Koprda (2012), Houšková (2011), Popelka and Šťastný (2009) or Fejfar and Šťastný (2011). We also try to improve methods of session time threshold as this is key variable in session identification.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

**Basic data preprocessing**

Experiments that analyse user’s behaviour usually take smaller set of data, e.g. two weeks or one month (Liu and Kešelj, 2007; Stevanovic, An and Vlajic, 2012). Another approach is to select few reference weeks (Xing and Shen, 2004). We analyse a quite extensive period (27 months), so we have to change common used methods (Munk, Kapusta, and Švec, 2010; Munk, Kapusta, and Švec, 2009; Munk and Drlík, 2011) and the internal applications for log file preprocessing. We have to rewrite these desktop applications to the server ones as it can run in batch mode.

First step in the log file preprocessing is the removal of unnecessary data. These data represents access to graphic files or style sheets (Ortega and Aguillo, 2010) so the accesses from web robots. Web robots may be defined as autonomous systems that send requests to web servers across the Internet. A canonical example of a web robot is a search engine indexer. A less common example is an RSS feed crawler or a robot designed to collect web sites for an Internet archive (Doran and Gokhale, 2011). The difference between the robot and the human can be determined based on basic and common features like click rate, HTML-to-Image ratio, percentage of file requests, percentage of 4xx error responses, percentage of HEAD requests, or access to robot.txt file. We can use new methods like standard deviation of requested page’s depth or percentage of consecutive sequential HTTP requests (Stevanovic, An and Vlajic, 2011). There are many robots or crawlers that cannot be identified based on general crawler attributes. In this case, we can use the method navigational patters analysis (Tan and Kumar, 2002). After the cleaning of the log file and removing web crawlers’ accesses and unnecessary data, the log file with just the 10% of the original file length, about 4 million of records.

Log files also collect information about IP address. In cooperation with the bank, we marked IP addresses that are used in the bank local network. A staff is more familiar with the organisation and has better knowledge of the website structure (Thomas and Paris, 2010). We removed these accesses because the majority of accesses are from content creators, web administrators and managers responsible for information disclosure.

**Additional attributes to log file**

The preliminary step for the data analysis is to mark what content categories are represented in the sitemap. The sitemap itself is well generated with the content management system of the bank website. In the case of the unavailability of this feature, we can use many free tools to create the sitemap. In the second step, bank expert is needed to mark sets of similar content from every page in the sitemap. Content sets represent the content categories in the analysis. Our analysed sitemap contained 68 parts of the content from which expert determined 23 categories, e.g. History, Financial data, Documents or Service charges. Analysed website use the search engine friendly URLs, so each page name is part of a hypertext link found in the log file.

The next step of an expert is to assign the affiliation of each category to Pillar 3. The group of Pillar 3 Disclosure requirements contained two categories and the group Pillar 3 Related contained 7 categories. Unmarked categories represent the Other group. Each category has also the financial / non-financial attribute. The mapping of URL to category can be seen in the Tab. I.

There are many tools that are able to analyse the web server log file, but we cannot used them for several reasons. We analyse the period of 3 years and the bank changed the syntax of the log file several times. The well-known structure of common log file cannot be used in the log file analysis. We have to create a tool for the log file analysis, which will be able to identify the change of the log file syntax, take appropriate action and properly assign defined observed variables. The tool also assigns the category, Basel category and the type of financial information. Based on the date information we also calculate the financial quarter (QI, QII, QIII, QIV) of the year to simplify the process of statistical analysis.

### Table I: Mapping URLs to categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL (from the log file)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Basel group</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/about/branch.html</td>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Nonfinancial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/about/The-economic-results</td>
<td>Financial reports</td>
<td>Pillar 3 Related</td>
<td>Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/about/vysledky_banky/info_kvartal</td>
<td>Quarterly information</td>
<td>Pillar 3 Disclosure Requirements</td>
<td>Financial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/about/contacts/</td>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Nonfinancial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are also URLs that cannot be assigned to any defined categories. In this case, we have to check if the referer to this URL has the category assigned. The situation of missing URL assignment to category can be found in the request of PDF files. The bank website puts documents for download in the separate content as is analysed, but information tight to Pillar 3 are often published as PDF documents. The algorithm itself can be seen in the Fig. 1.

Foreach record from the logfile {
    Parse the record;
    Get category from URL;
    If not exist category {
        Get category from REFERRER;
    }
    If exist category {
        Assign basel_group based on category;
        Assign information based on category;
        Calculate Quartal from Timestamp;
        Get language from URL;
    }
    Assign category value -1
}

1: Log file analysis algorithm

Session identification

Session refers to a series of links made by one web-user. At present, there are some arithmetic for session identification – Hhist, where user’s access time to the whole website will be given an upper limit, usually 30 min, Hpage where user’s access time to one page will be given an upper limit, usually 10 min, and Href which is classified according to user’s access history and reference pages (Fang and Huang, 2010).

For the session identification, we use Session Timeout Threshold (STT) (Munk and Drlik, 2011b). Other common methods are identification based on Access Time Threshold and session reconstruction (Fang and Huang, 2010). The aim of session identification is to divide accesses of every user into separate sets. The STT method divides the session into smaller ones if it finds accesses to the web page from the same source with higher interleave than the set period – time window. The appropriate size of the time window evolves the quality and quantity of found behaviour patterns.

Reference Length Method

The quantity and the quality of found behaviour patterns depend on the length of the STT. In our past studies, we used the average time visit as the STT. Incorrect estimation of STT can reduce (in case of low value of STT) or raise (in case of high value of STT) of found users behaviour patterns.

The more precise method for estimation of STT is the Reference Length method. The model of web site searching and model of user behaviour is fundamental to correct aggregation of the individual user’s clicks to meaningful sessions or transactions. We can organize individual web pages of the examined web site to three groups in term of model – content pages, navigation (auxiliary) pages and multiple purpose pages. The content pages are web pages where the user can find required information. These pages are the reason of visit of the individual user throughout his browsing of web space. When we are searching association rules (Klocokova, 2011), content pages are most relevant. Our objective is to discover useful rules among those content pages.

A transaction can be defined as all of the auxiliary references up to and including each content reference for a given user (Auxiliary – Content Transactions). The mining of auxiliary-content transactions would essentially give the common traversal paths through the web site to a given content page. The reference length method is based on the assumption that the amount of time a user spent on a web page correlates to whether the web page should be classified as an auxiliary or content page for that user. Qualitative analysis of several other server logs reveals the shape of the histogram has a large exponential component (Cooley, Mobasher and Srivastava, 1999).

If we defined the assumption about the portion of navigation pages in surveyed log file, we can define the cut-off time C that separates the content pages and other types of pages.

When the cut-off time C is known the session can be created in such manner that we compare the time of a particular web page visit with the cut-off time C. The session is then defined as a path through the navigation type of pages (duration of time spent on this web page is less than C) to the content page (the user spend there more time than C). We can claim the content page is the last page of session. The subsequent page is the first page of a new session.

The calculation of cut-off time C is the most important if we want to use the reference length transaction method for user session identification. The verification of the exponential distribution of variable RLength obtained from the log file is also coessential.

We assume that the variance of the times spent on the auxiliary pages is small because the visitor only goes through them with the objective to find required information on the content page. Therefore, the auxiliary references make up the lower end of the curve (Fig. 2). The variance of the times spent on the content pages is wide, and we assume that they make up the upper tail that extends out to the longest reference. If the assumption about the proportion of navigation pages in the log file exists, we can calculate the cut-off time C that divides web pages into navigation pages and content pages. We do not reject the null hypothesis.
which claims that the variable $RLength$ has assumed distribution.

The variable $RLength$ has an exponential distribution.

$$ f(RLength) = \lambda e^{-\lambda RLength}, \quad (1) $$

$$ F(RLength) = 1 - e^{-\lambda RLength}, \quad (2) $$

where $RLength \geq 0$.

If $p$ is the relative frequency of navigation pages, we can apply the fractile function (inverse distribution function) to estimate cut-off time $C$.

$$ F^{-1}(p, \lambda) = \frac{-\ln(1-p)}{\lambda}, \quad (3) $$

where $0 \leq p < 1$.

Maximum likelihood estimation of parameter $\lambda$ (mean intensity of events) is

$$ \hat{\lambda} = \frac{1}{RLength}, \quad (4) $$

where $RLength$ is observed mean length of visits. (Inverted value of mean time spent on the web pages).

RESULTS

The Reference Length Method is based on the assumption that, time the user spent on the website ($Length$) depends on the classification (content or navigational) of the page. If we assume that the $Length$ variable is exponentially distributed, and the ratio of navigational pages is known, we can use the quantile function to calculate the cut-off time. The calculated cut-off time can used to identify users’ session time. The variance of time spent on the navigational pages is low as we see on the left part of the graph at Fig. 2.

Based on the results of Chi-Square test (Fig. 2) the zero hypothesis is rejected at the 1% significance level. The $Length$ variable does not have the exponential distribution so we cannot use the Reference Length method. We have to use the STT method where we can use the $Length$ variable as the visit time. We can also calculate the Median, quartile range and non-outlier range of $Length$ variable (Fig. 3).

Non-outlier range is created between the last value of $QIII + 1.5Q$ and the last value of $Length$ above $QI–1.5Q$. The values outside this interval we consider as outliers.

We are focusing on the upper limit of non-outlier range. We were inspired in cognitive science by applying these statistics (Stranovska et al., 2012; Munkova, Stranovska and Durackova, 2012). Values those are higher than 119 are considered as outliers (Tab. II). The number 119 is the size of the time window. When the time between accesses to website from the same source is longer, the new session begins. We can also see that there are 85% values of the $Length$ which are smaller than 120 seconds (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we pay attention to several steps in data pre-processing for the web log mining of the bank website before and during the last financial crisis. As this log file represents access from 3 years, we have to deal with new problems in the log file.
analysis, mainly frequent changes of the log file syntax and the time demanding of the analysis itself. We have to add new variables based on the information found in the log file as these variables are needed for the analysis of the Pillar 3 information disclosoure. Bank expert had to identify content categories for the analysis.

We also identify users sessions based on two different methods – the session time threshold and the reference length method. We try to estimate the STT with the use of Reference Length and take a closer look to the time variable which represent the duration of user visit. The results of the analysis show that the Length variable, which is essential for the Reference Length method, does fit to an exponential distribution. We have to use own method for the STT, and we used the non-outlier range. Non-outlier range is created between the last value of QIII + 1,5Q and the last value of Length above QI–1,5Q. The values outside this interval we consider as outliers. We are focusing on the upper limit of non-outlier range.
SUMMARY

We analyse domestic and foreign market participants' interests in mandatory Basel 2, Pillar 3 information disclosure of a commercial bank during the recent financial crisis. We try to ascertain whether the financial regulation and market discipline have been fulfilled. We model bank visitor behaviour based on the analysis of web log. We use data cleaning, integration, reduction and data conversion methods in the pre-processing level of data analysis. We propose new methods based on outliers identification for raising the accuracy of the session length. The analysis can help better understand the rate of use of the mandatory and optional Pillar 3 information disclosure. The results show that there is in general a small interest of stakeholders in mandating the commercial bank disclosure of financial information.
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